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PREFACE

This project really began in the fall of 1974 when my seventh
graders began asking sonic local history questions for which I had no
answers. After promising to look into tht matter, I researched several
libraries and found no wyrki written exclusively about Lawrence Town-
ship. The students and de-ided then to do our own research on the
subject.

During the firs?, months we collected the available written-infor-
mation about Lawrence-Township, exhaustft the local sourcestown-
ship records, letters, old newspapers, diaries, and church records. As we
gathered each item and shared' it with the class, a good franiework for a
book began to emerge.

The most exciting part of the project Game in the summer. of
1975 when we started interviewing many residents of the ctiliamunity,
people who -were especially cooperative. With two students accompa-
nying me at each interview, we recorded questions and answers on tape.

Then in June 1976 -my eighth grade published The 'IV jklernets
That Became Lawrence. It was an amazing -success.'A community of less , .
than six hundred people bought eight hundred copies of the 1,56.page
book in three weeks.

This guide is ,tn outgrowth of that project: Its purpose is to
provide ,leathers andother interested persons the necessary know-how
to undertake such a project. It is our story. Although in a sense it remains
unfinished today, I have still used our local history in conducting many
class activities.

It is my hope, that many more local histories will be written.
Projects of this type ciii`be one of the most exciting motivational tools
ever devised to enhance the learning and understaPing of history for
both upper elementa4 -y and secondary students.

This guide is therefoLe about kidswhose effort,, enthusiasm,
and hara work brought it about.qo them, the students of Law'rence
School, I shalt always be grateful.

Finally, I would like to thank Claude Davis for his suggestions
and editing, Robert Miller for many hours of editing, and Diana Gearhart
for typing the manuscript.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCING LOCAL HISTORY

t

.z.-

Local history is a narrative of people and of the communities in
which they lived Generally, it is ayery small geographic unit of study,
focusing on ordinary people and .oeir significance. Because history too
often is regarded as the *study of only famous people and events, the
attraction of local history is that it is very personalized It is the story of

one's own communitywhat happened there, why ii happened, when it

happened, and who made it happen. For effective use in upper -elemen-
tary and secondary schools, however, local history should not be treated
as a separate entity. It should be integrated into the history curriculum.
Indeed, it is a part of the state and national history.

And doing it yourself, you find out a great deal about American

History, about the great transformation from a transcontinental Wilder-
ness into the world's most powerful nation, from a Primitive subsistence
etonomy into one producing the world'4,14ghest stanlard of living, from
a colonial monarchy (part French, part English, part Spanish) into a

,democratywhere every individual, through b tllot and freedom of
the,'"

speech. assembly, and petition, has the right to a voice in his government,

from a rather rigid soucty structured on European models into a highly
fluid sotiety in which a man can in general rise according to his ability
You discern this easily and dramatically because you see how it happened

(and wilt, made it happen) right in your own community.'

Thus, local history is a microscopic approach to the study of United
States history. As one undertakes its study, parallels will emerge between
the two. For example, just as our national history is filled with exciting
dramas and great leaders, so is local history. .

Probably the teacher's most natural question before undertaking
such a project is Why study local history?

Local history can be tied in with national history, indeed there
is no subject that does not have its'parallel in the local scene. Early
pioneer life, the development of industrialization, pohticil campaigns,
sotial issues, and countless other subjects are mirrored in the history of
alipost every village, town, city, county, or state Once students see that
history is all about them, their interest is unlimited.'

Indeed, it.does motivate students It takes..them from the stage of lis-
tening about history to "doing it." (See chapter 6, "Student yarticipa-

8
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S.
tion ") By embarking uponrii local history project, students' enthbsiasm
will grow with each new discovery about themselves and their commu-
nity. Many will devdlop an interest in history. Loca Ithistory encourages
'inductive and deductive thinking by testing generahz,inons of the national,
scene against the local one and' vice versa.` Teachers can use it for in-
structionahstrategies The illustrative materials enhance and enrich the
5tudy- of United States history. In short, local history ,personalizes an
often impersonal stitiject. Thus, its study is readily justifiable education-
ally Another aspect is its impact upon residents of thecomrhunity. For
example, as our project began to take shape and grow:the amdunt of
community attention it received was amazing. Moreover, student enthu-
siasm increased in prOporoon to thacof the community.

This book gives h step-by-step account of the many learning
situations we encountered !flour project. As Eliot Wigginton, the teacher
whose students prepared The FoVire Book. observed in his introduction
to that work.

Eash, its simplest definition, is communicatSonreach-.
ing out and touching people with words, sounds, and visual miages.*. .

In their work with phokigrap14 (which must tell the story with as mua
impact and clarity as the words), text (which must be grammatically
correct except in the use of pure dialect from tapes that they transcribe),
layout, makeup, correspondence, art and cover design, and selection of
manuscripts from outside poets and writersto say nothing of related
skil's such as fund raagmg, typing, retailing, :idftrusing, and speaking
conferences and public meetingsIstucrents1 learn more about English-
Than from any other curriculum I could devise. Morebver, this curric-
ulum has built-in motivations and immediate tangible rewards.'

A local history project takes on the same aspects of communication
described by Wigginton Thus, as students begin to identify and work
with the local community's past, they leave behind the traditional Amer-
ican history classroom setting.

When undertaking a local history, the fi;st aspect to consider is
The approach There are several p9ssible routes to follow. (1) epochal
selecting a specific time period or era in the community's story, especially
one of great impact, (2)topicalchoosing a Particular area of interest,
( narrative---involving a chronological review of important events, and
(4) biographical con tentrating on various persons who, in some way,
influenced the ccmmunity. The choice of a suitable approach will help
avtfitl the mge accumulation of a group of unrelated facts.

-Neveral variables will shapethe approach once it is chosen. First
off

9
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is the geographical unit to be studied If it is large in terms of population,
u may be well to limit'the project to a particular topic such as education,
religion, or folklore.

The second variable is any unique aspect a the community, Per-
haps an important national event took place there the town or Aro was

the site of a great oil boom or gold rushor an important national figure
lived there. If so, it may be well to concentrate on that event or person.
Whatever the community's area of uniqueness. it should make an ex-
cellent topic for a local histtry. .,,

The third variable that will shape the approach is the material already
wtitwn about the community. A trip to the loc.al library should answer this
question. If something has been done, can it be added to! Don't feel
discouraged if it turns out that a great deal has been written about the
community. There will be some topic not yet covered.

The fourth variable to consider is the interest of students. Perhaps
a certain topic or era is especially appealing and intefesting to them. If
so, this is a 'logical approach to begin with.

Finally, to a large degree the most important variable coil be the
availability of historical sources. In the beginning stages'of the ork, it

i
may be necessary,to alter the approach in light of these sources.

Local history projects can be one of the most exciting and useful
niethods of instruction ever devised. Indeed, the only limitations are the
imagination and creativity of teacher and,students. Whether the area to
be investigated is urban or rural, however, the variables remain the same
1 egardless of scciee and approach, the end Koduct of the project

4.
(book, pamlhlet .

aarticle) may become stepping stone to other useful....
pprposes. A book of local history can become a supplementary history
text, for example. It should alio be noted that the end product need not
be something in written form, the historical process may lead to several
different types of such as audiovisual prsentations. In fact,
many followup activities can result from the project. These and others
which may be carried out during the various stag6 of the research, are

1 4 -

discussed in a subsequent chapter. 1
t
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CHAPTER .2
STARTING THE PROJECT

Setting the Goals
As often quoted, "The longest journey begins with a single step.",

Selecting the topics) for the local histOry project can be,a very difficult
itask. Before starting, one must ask some basic questions. The first ques-
tion, 'What is this project trying to do?" adds direction for the amateur.
historian and leads to goal setting. For example, a classroom teacher may
respond that the class's purpose is to research a localized area of history.
ClOsely relawd is a second question, "What is thL point of this project?"
The point may simply be to stimulate students' interest in history by
encouraging 'active involvement in the historical proctss in their own
area. And finally, "What do we hope to accoi-plish?" The answer to this
can be stated in terms of a behavioral objective: "As a result of our
project, students will be able to research public records."

These responses will provide the teacher with some general di-
rection fosr the project. The questioning is thus important for focusing
attention on the objectives. It may also be true that the goals can change
in light of the variables, discussed in the previous chapter, which tend
to affect and shape the project.

Selecting the Topics

After setting the goals, it is time to decide upon an area of local
history to study. There are two different, approaches to this selection:
(I) chobsing topics from a general outline of local history elements and
(2) brainstorming areas of local interest. A discussion of both methods
follows. It should be clear that regardless, of the method chosen, the
result will be to set one "on track" before researching the project.

I I 1
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General Outhne

I found Donald Parker's Local History: Hon to Gather It. Write
It. and Publish ft an excellent resource for anyone interested in local
history for any reason. Parker provides an outline for researching and
writing local history which is extremely helpful in selecting topics The
outline (reprinted in Appendtx 4A) gives a very comprehensive view of
the elements of local, history, as indicated in the following skeleton

I. Geography and Topography

II. AntiquitiesIndians

III. Pioneer Settlement

' I V.,Flonomic Develtipments

V Political Activities

VI. Religious Developments

VII. Population History

VIII. The Family

IX. Education

X. Newspapers, Periodicals, and Libraries

XI. Social and Fraternal Organizations°

XII. Other Cultural Activities: The Arts

e(ill. Science and Technology

X I V. Law

XV. Social Problems and Reform

XVI. Recreation

XVII. Folklore' .,

These basic topical areas are useful to start a local history investigation

Parker then breaks down each general topic specialized areas of
.

inquiry within the topic. No doubt some of the topics included will not
he applicable in some situations. For example, there may be no infor-

mation available on certain subjects or there may not be time to explore

others:, Perhaps one topic had a great impact 'on the community if so,
it may be advisable to limit if thestudy to this. Or if the class is especially

interested 'n studying certain phases of a topic, these may be the best

areas to concentrate on. Whatever the particularsituation may be:teach-
,
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ers must determine eie most feasible arki appropriate topicts) of study
for their students.

Brainstorming

The second approach to selecting the topic(s) for study, is a well-
devised teaching tool for promoting student imagination and creativity,
In brainstorming, the teacher introduces a topic or question and en-
courages students to think up as niany ideas as possible. The keynote to
this thethod is quantity. All ideas are considered acceptable and written
on the chalkboard. From this quantity will come the quality of ideas
desired.

Brainstorming local history involves a Tree and ope'n considera-
tion anti discussion of all ideas. To stimulate this activity in the classroom,
the teacher may initiate ideas in several ways. One method is to find
material already written about the local area and present it to,the class
orally or in written form. Usually students will find it interesting to
discuss hometown matters because the information is very person 1ztd.
Questions that may arise from this type of material are unlimite . For
example, the teacher may ask Lludents if they had any relatives in a
particular relevant event. Following theopen discussion of variousropics,
it is logical' to protecd wi;h the question "What doesn't this article or
oral report tell us?" This is a way to select ides based on student interest
and inquiries. Indeed, it opens Pandora's box for further discussion, and
also establishes the basis for the project, namely, the topic(s).

Another way for the teacher to stimulate such .a brainstorming
session is to relate national history to local history. For example, if a
class is studying the Civil War in American history; it is very easy to shift
the focus of an event to the local scene.

The teacher can also initiate local history brainstorming by asking
leading'questions such as "If our history textbook were on local history,
whai would the chapters be about?" Or "If we were to teach others about
our local history, what could we tell them?" Questions of this nature
tend to bring out student knowledge of their community's past. In ad-,I
dition, they point out student interests in their local history.

In my own experienfe, the brainstormingmethod was particularly
effective in the Classroom. Student response was enthusiastic and the
discussion was very productive. In answer to the query "What questions
can we ask about our local area)" typical replies Included the following:
"Who were the first settlers here? Why did they come?" "When was an;
school built) Where was the first school? What subjects were taught)"

4'
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"Did geography affect the settlement of this area!" "When did they start
the volunteer fire department"' "What kinds of iolis :lid people have in
earlier days!" "Who were some of the heroes of our community,'" "How
did our township get its name!" "Were there any churches which aren't
here any longer'" Literally hundreds of ideas and questions can arise
from-this type of discussion. After I listed the comments on the chalk-
board. the class searched for a v.-ay of organizing them In this manner,
the essence of inductive-deductive reasoning, the class arrived at the
following generalized topics

. I. Government

II. Education

III. Early History and Settlement

IV. Local Organizations

V Economic Development

VI. Religion

VII. Folklore

VIII. Personalities

IX. Contemporary Communal.

X. Geography

Xl. Unusual-Circumstances

X I I Miscellaneous

Then we spent more time focusing on what each section required
and devised a rough outline in each category as follows

Government
A Early form of local government
B Early political leaders
C General operation
D Present form of local government

This brief outline of gu-1st:minim gave some focus and direction to stu-
dent efforts. Through their own method, my students determined what
they should investigate in this area. Much of what they wrote about
tow nship gosernment came from records of proceedings they researched.
Students pored user pages of minutes from the post-Civil War era to
the present day In addition, they (silted to township officials about the

4
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role of local government in the community today. Other classes,' of
course, may add many more elements to this topic. It is import nt to
keep iii mind, however, that an' outline may grow larger or smailer in
light of specific research.

II. Education
A. Early schools

I. Location
2. Teachers

Curriculumsubjects taught
Extracurricular activities

5. Transportation
6 Fin Acing

B Organization changes and coti-solidations
C. Present organization and administrators

I

Education has unclergime many changes from the one-room schoolhouse
to the large consolidated school. Because it tends be the one common
experience for all people of a local comm

to
pity, most of whom remember

their schooldays, information on this topic is relatively easy to obtain
and verify Most students find it a particularly appealing subject to in-
vestigate My class spent many hours researching board of education
meetings as well as interviewing retired school employees to.discover
how things had changed in the schools. Students especially enjoyed sto-
ries of how teachers used to "keep school."

Ill. Early History and Settlement
A. The first settlers

I. Motivation for immigration
2. Character .sketches
i. Hardships

S-ettling steps
B. Role of Indian;
C. Famous events

The idea here was to gain an understanding of the b-ackground of the
early settlers and the problems they faced. Earlier histories of the area
can be particularly revealing. Often they contain character sketches of
the more colorful local personalities. In addition, the community may
have been the site of an event of historical significance. As a result of
their research, my students discovered that the first children's home in
the state of Ohio was established in our township.

16
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IV. Local Organizations
A. Types
B. Functions

'64141fr C. Leaders
D. Relatioh to the, community

4.

In this area students identified and explored civic or non-civic-related
groups That had an,impact on the community. The topic may include the
development of a volunteer fire department, for,eicample, which can be
easily traced through newspaper accounts and/or minutes of meetings
kept by such volunteer organizans. It may also include groups that
have disappeared from the localsOrte after making'gome contribution.

V. Economic Development
A. Role of natural resources
B. Effect of location , -

C. Agriculture
1. Main crops
2. Farming methods and implements
3. Livestock

D. Manufacturing
1. Early industries
2. Local resources for industry
3. Occupations

Depending on the local area, this category may be broadened extensively
to include the role of-labor unions, maritime activities, and other eco-
nomic activities that may have affected the community. Here, especially,
it is important to devise categories according to the qniqueness of the
Particular, area. For my own cldis, an oil boom greatly influenced the
community; Therefore interest centered upon that aspect of economic
development. We found that at the time of the oil boom thousands
converged upon one area of our township. As further evidence of this

4economic boom, a resident offered the class several old pictures of the

areas showing the tremendous temporary growth.

VI. Religion
A. Early churches and denominations
B: Effect on social and moral life
C. Contemporary churches

1617.



Religious groups tend to exert a great deal of influence in many Com!
munitie The real task here was to determine the effect of religion upon
the lives of the people. From church records my students explOred the
history of each church in the towrship. As members of the various
congregations, they were extremely interested in gathering this infor-
mation It included detailed accounts written by many clergyrhen about
the problems they faced, many providing an interpretation of the period.

-For example, "Whiskey was the motive for power, bothfor men and
boys accidents were common.... I found slavery and intemperance
my most formidable foe."

VII. Folklore
A. Superstitions
B. Stories passed down
C. Name derivations

This category may have some fascinating avenues to explore. Nothing
tends to stir the minds of creative students so much as local myths

-surrounding certain structures, or good ghost stories. Another area to
.investigate is the origin of local geographical names. In this area, perhaps
more than in any other, my class heard many interesting stories. One
story, for example, concerned a creek in the central part of the township
which originates in a nearby community mentioned in early county his-
tories as Morse Run Both the creek and the community took their name
from a local manufacturer. According to the story told by a retired
teacher, the name was changed to its present firm- .Moss Runbecause

the

community of Morse Run was a station on the Underground Railroad
during the pre-Civil War pc!' nod. It became well known Amongthe slaves
escaping by the railroad, and their southern dialect changed.the pro-
nunciation-to "Moss Run," and this name "stuck.

VIII. Personalities
A. Famous and infamous
B. Most remembered

In this category students focus on the people who4fave had an impact
upon the community Indeed, ore approach to the study, of local history
is to research and prepare biogr.aphical sketches of the famous and en-
during personalities of the area. For example, my students were inter-
ested in learning about a woman who served as the administrative head
of the township schools for over 50 year§. They heard many stories of
het dedication, concern, and often fiery temper. The students also dis-

a
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Ie. . . .. .

covered that the township high school had the first female coach of a
boys' varsity b.asketball team in the state of Ohio during World War 11
Now retired and living in a nearby community, the former coach gave

.., th'e class a picture of the team and provided interesting accounts of her:
coaching style.

IX. Contemporary Comniunity,
A. Major occupations
B. Private businesses or corporations
C. Recreational facilities

This category can serve as a valuable historical reference for the fuiure,
its aim is to describe life as it is lived cc/4y. This is probably the easiest
topic to re.search,because the people and records are readily available.

In researching the contemporary community, however, one is inevitably
drawn to the past. For example, the current owner of a general store in
our township, located in the community of Dart, was able to share with
my class information about the history of the store and its previous
owners from the nineteenth Century to date. He also told us the story
'behind the community name. In 1905, during a discussion of a name for
the post, officeheveral birds "arted by." Hence the'flame.

X. Geography
A. General landscape
ti. Natural resources
C. 'Climate
D. General effect upon the community

In many regions, geographical conditions have played a major tole in
the settlement of the area. Some settlements began near an important
body of water Lit m. :ral resource. Given a particular location, the set-
dement evolves with certain social and economic results. After studying
township maps, my students wrote essays and discussed reasons for the

settlements in our area.

XI. UnusuldCircumstances
A. Natural disasters
B. Major crimes or scandals
C.. Tragedies

This aria g.ovide ideas for researchers, who wish to explore spec-
tacular liedwine events.of their local history, In some cases, the nature
of a partiLular event or tragedy can influence:, the very structure of the

18 1.9
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corrphuniti. Often these events may by heartbreaking, but residents
candor forget them. For example, because our township is intersected
by the Little' Muskingum River, it has everienced three major floods
in its history:Townspeople supplied stories and pictures of the resulting
devastation in the community, for our local. history project.

I do not recommend a task of such enormity for the beginner.
My students spent nearly two years researching these topics because the
scope of the project was so extensive.

t., .
Deternki,ding the Specific Area and Scope

The two approaches that have been described provide for a free
discussion of ideas and categories leading to the selection of topics. With
an assemblage of possible topics for research, teacher and students are
ready to move to the next step of the pyodess"What does one (to with .
these subjects of local history?" The answer to this question determines
the specific area and scope of the project. Several options are available
ti) the class Obviously, one is to limit the study to a,,single areafor
exarr plc, the history of education in the community or some striking
pvent such as the big oil boom of 1880. Or time may be an important
factoto consider It would be foolish to investigate a community's.entire
histor'4n one year. I was fortunate enough to have the same students
every day for two years, a squat= that allowed a much more-extensive
study Whatever the scope of the topic(s), consider the amount of time
available for conducting the project.

Another option is to have differentclasses takeesepairate
areas to

.

study At the e0, each class can compile its work. In a small school, a
self-contained class can compile and write on a topic for the year. After
several years the different sections from several classes can be compiled.
In larger schtiols, of course, several classes can work on different subjects
at the same time It is especially helpful to gain the cooperation of other
teachers in such cases For example, an Egslish instructor might take a
class to investigate religion in tilt communityl; history class might study
education Then, at the end, the work of the various groups can be
combined.

'Still another possibility is the individual or small team term pro-
ject, with each person assuming responsibility to research a single topic
or part of a topic

. ,
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Ag.ain, a reminder that although this discussion concerns a final
product in written form; alternatives to a written local history exist and
are disossed later in this betok (see chapter "). In addition, the scope
and suttjects of the project originally chosen may vers well change ui

light of data found as the research progresses.
At this point, when the goals of the project have been set, the

topics chosen, and the scope determined, student enthusiasm should be
high. Not it is time to tai:e history from the realm ordiscussum to that
of action. The next step is probably the most exciting of allresearching.
Like detectives, students are about to find clues and answers to the,
questions posed'. Mans unanticipated discoveries will come forth. If there:"
is one thing to he learned from research, it is to Cxpect the unexpected
The class is ready to start on its adventi..e!

REP! RENqi
i. Donald Drat) Parkvr, 1.6,4 Hilton Ilan to (,ather It trrat It «thl t ihh,h It 4Nvvk

York Social St )(Aux Reward) Coutail, 1910. p I();

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCHING LOCAL HISTORY

Research, the real thrust of any local history project, can also be
the most exciting part. It is the careful 1111,(cf!gatton of facts about the
arca under r.xaininauun Historical sources of information fall into two
categories. primary (original) and secondary Primal.) sources ay: first-

hand records or accounts. Although they art. usually more aciurat than

secondary sources. they Inas be inure difficult to evaluate Secoudary
source's are often a more finisly.d produs.t Jr. flCti directly from prim..rs

sources. However, one must exercise caution in using secondary sources,
fir they may include a biased interpretation of the original facts For

example, in researching education in a local areai ',mars source of

information would be past board of education records of proceedings
After examining these minutes, theirksearchc. would make conclusions
about educational decisions made, mimes spent, and so forth Suppose,
how t er, stanc um. had Arc a.1) ttnnplcud such as ins csugation and writ-,...)
ten about it. This work would represent a secondars source' Upon cum-

-
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paring the two sources. the researcher might well find some of the con-
clusions and interpretations of the secondary source different from hell,
his own In such 111Ct.111CeS, when. additional Neconday source!! are avail-
able, it may be advisable to consult several of these. Regar,liess of the
source that may he ',Bed, however, the information needs to korgailized
and evaluated Chapter t suggests gui lines for this proc-ess. as well as
for 1'1(4e-taking The purpose of tills chapter is to provide the reader with
information on'the sources Of local history

Libraries
'

The first step should be a visit to the local 'library. where the
librarian will probably be the most important resourte pepon for the
ptoiect In most ease-s, material about the fiscal area will be available
because a number of county histories of varying caliber) were
written in the late nineteenth century. Many W. these publieatiOns were
commercial ventures which required people to pay for that Inclusion in .
the work They can.'howevet, be a valuable source of local information.
Vor example, in studying a township I found a (minty history prublIshed
in 1888 which «mauled only a very short section on 11:e towtfthip. One
paragraph mentioned that the first children's home in Ohio had hefun
In the locality. This. 9s a tremendous revelation, as the fact was not
commonly known it the community and it gave the class a particularly
dramatic event to pursue. TI)e.county history chits helped focus the study.

If there is nothing in writing about the loyal area, do not be
discouraged. The lack' of a history may provide the motivation and en-
t1 .usiasm for students to do on& of their

After the first.stop at the local library, 11,e complete and written
information gathered there should provide ideas for further research.°
The following pages discuss the remaining sources, together with infor-
mation on where to find them and how beat to use them.

Historical SocietieP
There are many local, regional, and state historical societies. Each

has 'genealogical and historical research,materials available for use. al-
though the [yr and quantity may differ from one -organizati n to an-
other Most stale historical so( ieties have library fad:ties which, for a
small charge. v ill usaly supply the information available in their records

'on a particular person. The important sources ,o he found in these
collections include federal' census returns, military rosters, published
family histories, genealogical periodicals, newspapers, maps, atlases, and

21
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directories. Researchers can use the materialsaLordmg.«) need In many
cases, the officers and members of the associations are also very helpful
in providing information. Oftentimes, these people have private t Once-
dons of material which they are willing to share.

Public Records

Pubic recOrds, are particularly useful in investigating local gov-
ernment. Most townships are governed by a board of trustees which cug
provide all the past records of proceedings. Before researching the rec-
ords of any organizational body, however, it is important to know how
the group functioned, otherwise it is djfficult to underStand its records.
Therefore it, can be vet}, helpful if, before going throltgh the township
records; part of the class meets with the trustees for an explanation of
their operations. Then, these records can be very informative.

Receipts and disbursements of public funds over the years give
an Indication of the cost of government. In addition, various ordinances
endued in the Past can offer an idea of the kind of problems the com-
munity experienced during a particular period. For ey,mpIC% the type of
punishment specified for certain crimes can pros ide information,con-
cerning what early citizens considered "serious offenses." Ceitain laws
still on the books may also afford some surprisessuch as the Trenton,
New Jersey, ordinance forbidding sheepherders to wear false faces while
driving their charges through town, or the Kentucky law holding a person
negligent who walks behind a mule without speaking to the animal.'

There are arouud 81,000 units of local government with assorted
names, chines, and structures Within the fifty states Not all of them
Lep their records permanently, or keep records historians are likely to
need. The most reliable dues for the researchers must be based on
practices within a given state.'

Some of the more common public recordsnot all found at the
local levelinclude land transactions, vital statistics, Judicial records, tax
records, marriage .records, tide deeds; census records, local laws, and
military records. Depending on the are and intensity of the investigation,
it may be necessary t(' use home or all of these materials For most
purposes, however, local township records are sufficient.

School Records

These records are necessary for any basic investigation of loc
education. In my own case, I found board of education proceedings goi
back to 192 1, when the township's one-room schools were first cons(
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idated Laborious.ly, the class went through all the minute, which were
found in the present board of education offkc. From these records, the
class was able to identify the many rersonnel employed during this time.
In additicin, policies p,ased by previous boards showed many changes
over the years.

Students particularly enjoy researching yearbooks, another type
of school record These publications not only offer many pictures of
interest, but, they provide accurate accounts of athletic records and out-
standing school functions.

Business Records

Not only ii.5 business records slum the local historian what has
taken place. but through the use of such records he can follow the
relations of business and government, tract the rise of credit institutions,

and give the history of labor '

',13thiness recordi can range from those of very large companies..,
to those of small general stores. They may' be hard to find, however,
since Owners of businesses /then changi: and records may be lost or
destroyed Small fa businesses dilhnore likely to have useful records,
especially If they hav been establishvi for many years. Such records are
valuable for learnipg both the buying habits ofpeople during particular
time periods based on the items they purchased. Price comparisons can
also proyt: very , ealing. Overall, these records provide a picture orThe
Ic.)41.1 economy. 0

Church Records

Another obvious field of investigation is the religion' of an area.
Not only do chtirch records prove valuable in this respect, but they can
also provide information about. local issues and feelings at particular
times Many local churches have V ciFy old and well-kept records, although
the information and organization ofeach set may differ widely. All church
records, however, should contain information on memberhip, births,
deaths, martia"ges, and expenses..

What proved most valuable to my students were notes made by
variousemmisterF Several' were written in diary fasluon,noting the cu-
rious happenings of the time One of the more interesting4iccounts tame
from one minister's memoirs writ:en in 18 i 3abot. the people, living in
log cabins, who were motivated by whiskey power

hound slavery and intemperance my moist formidable foes .

There was now great work to be done, to combat irreli;utin. skepticism,
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and ur.onditional salvation v.hi.h many parts of this region then
prevailed.

,The author further relatq a story of an attack by a plantation Owner in
Virginia thou West Virginia. across the Ohio Riverkom his home) who
aetus'ed him of stealing slaves.: This record was U,00d example of a
historic source illustrating a ,vide range of local opinions Ind feelings.

Newspapers and Periodicals

In their sung .st.tense, newspapers are diaries of a 'particular
commyntty, mirroring le daily life of the peoply. A word of Laudon
may be necessary, however, when using them(asa research source. As
Thomas Felt notes, n..wspaper publishin4 is a business enterprise. Ad-,
vertising.thercfore play s an .mportant fifincial role. Thus, "As a reflec-

..
min of eommunity life and attitudes, newspapers tend to be limited by
the tolerance of advertising.;' This caution is not meant to downgrade
the importance of newspapers as a historical source they can provide
a wealth of informationbut it should he kept in mind.

M?ny librarians ha local periodicals on microfilm. The news-
paper office may also have similar records In my own eofnmuni the

major new'spaper, which has all its back issues on microfilm, going bad:
to the ri1, 11e of the nineteenth century, permitted the class to ,use the
microfilin and scanner at the office.

Since newspapers serve a wide area, they are useful for checking

various events learned about elsewhere. Scanning; a local journal may be
easier and faster than scanning all the old files in other sources, because
so little of its contents may deal directly with tju: community. Poi' ex-

ampli, my class learned from the county history that a large o.. well h.i.d
been discovered un school property in 18-0. Using this information,
students found a:much more detailed description in old newspaper ac-
counts. A similai use of the newspaper Lame. when students were sub-
stannatmganformation from another sourccjhat a foul citizen had been
the U.S. Ambassador to Russia during World War I. A student who
wrote the State Department inquiring about the man received a reply
giving the Oates he screed as ambassador as vL II as information that he
died in a local hospital in 19 5. As a result, students found an obituary
un microfilm %cull a wealth of information about the man who previously
was known only as a former ambassador.

Newspaper advertising can pros ide data on the ty pc of goods sold

and the prices charged during any given time period Newspapers and'
periodicals published in an area also afford an excellent insight into the
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various attitudes and issues of the day. If time is limited, an alternative
use of these publications is to prepare a random sampling to read for
ideas, pictures. etc.

i
Personal Papers

Personal papers, consisting of diaries, family letters, notes, memos.
s rapbooks, can provide yeti, vivid and rich accounts of life in a com-
munity For obvious reasons usually they are not readily available. How-
ever, this may not be the case once a local history project becomei known
to the members of the community. A surprising number of people tray
come forth with such materials once they are aware ofa class project.

It is important to involve students as researchers an the discovery
of these materials In my class, for example, the great-aunt of one student
had taught forty years at the school and had kept an accurate account of
many important events that occurred dUrmg her lifetime. In ddition.
she had compiled stories told her as a young woman by codimunity
members Who had long since died. When she heard what the class was
doing, the sister of the teacher gave all of her personal papers to the
student These papers proved to-be a rich source of information, helping
establish dates and providing many chnacter sketch's of earlier residents.

This is only, one example of finding and using personal papers,
others were forthcoming as our research continued. There is a little of
the detective in everyone, it seemsstudents not excepted. When mo-
tivated, they will dig up diaries and many other old personal papers. And
in addition to adding to the class research, they will discover-many in-
teresting things about their families' past. One student came to class one
morning with an old paper saying, "Hey, Mr. Mahoney, I found out my
great-great-great-grandfather fought in the Civil War and we found his
discharge papers." Needless to say when studying the Civil War that
year, the student's interest was unparalleled. .

ipAgain, many of these 2 ater:als will be forthcoming as t e Class's
enthusiasm rubsWf on the entire community. Oftentimes lea s such as
"Mr. Smith is supposed to have ..." will turn up. Make it a point to

)
contact such individuals. In many cases, time leads will pay great divi-
dends in terms of new information discovered. Also, remember to obtain
permission to use any information found in personal papers.

Physical Remains

Physical remains consist of virttrallv every thing that would be left
if people were to disappear from the earth. One could easily write a

....1
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history about the many structures in a community, accompanied by fas-
cinating stories telling why they were built, who built them, and what
their use was The physical remains that my class researched were old
items owned by local residents that were brought to our attention For
example, one elderly resident of the community had an antiquated mow-
ing machine. On a visit to his farm, students took pictures of the machine
and taped an explanation of its original use. This is one method of
researching physical remains Because this source is almost unlimited,
however, a decision should be made whether such items will fit into the
scope of the project.

Another example of the use of this source came from an old
newspaper article about Lewis Wetzell, a famous frontier scout during
the Revolutionary War period who spent .1 great deal of time in our
township. The article described a cave Wetzel! used to hide in and gave
its location. One Saturday morning shortly after reading the article, sev-
eral students hiked to find the cave. They found it high above the Little
Muskingum River and were fascinated by the view it offereda perfect
place to hide for observing activity ,on the river. The students took several
pictures of the caveone the view of the Little Muskingum River which
later became the cover of our local history book Such material serves
to add to student enthusiasm.

Another type of physical remains is architecture Building design
and style may provide ideas on the town's development.

Cemeteries and Genealogy

Visiting cemeteries can supply the class with a method of date
verification as well as an interesting experience. This research point
comes later when students know more about the people of the com-
munity. Hunting the tombstones of the early settlep of the area can he

exciting. Epitaphs often include odd or amusing'inscriptions such as the
following which was used for advertising by an early local citizen

I Jere hes Jane Smith, wife of Thomas Smith, Marble Cutter This
monument v.as erected by her husband as a tribute to her memory and
a specimen of his handiwork Monuments of this style are tyyo hundred
and fifty dollars

Another of a more amusing nature found by a researcher read

I.4.1 Cr neat h this pile of stones hes all that's left of Sally Jones
ler nam Ix as Lord, it .5 as nut Junes. but Jones v.as used to rhyme with
Unes
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White such epitaphs may not off r a wealth of information, they
do serve as interest-maintaining .le: s. Other inscriptions, however,
may provide information on the man er in which death came to many
people such as a great flood or epidemic in a certain year.

And, of course, studeni., may use tombstones to establish facts
about their own genealogy Visits to cemeteries often lead to the dis-
covery of missing names and dates of students' relatives. At the start of
the prow,J, have each person start a family tree. In addition to helping
students discover their past, the information they find can often help the
ermic class in research process A final notethe more the class
activities relate to students' personal lives, the more student interest and
enthusiasm will he maintained.

Maps, Atlases, Gazeiters

Maps ands,atlases can assist in determining the effect of the phy meal
landscape on thc\community's settlement and livelihood. Atlases in par-
ticular often contain historical statements of value The county engineer's,
offict should have a basic map of the' area, which can -aid in locating
unfamiliar places Although in many cases early maps may be lust sketches
of the area, they can be extremely informative when compared to current
maps Map interpretation by students can supply varied insights into the
community over a period of time.1

An excellent source of historical data, gazeteers are of a different
nature frorh (naps and atlases. Formerly called emigrant directories or
pocket registers, they are geographicalchenonaties or indexes. They are
of immense value in fixing local names and providing details of travel
routes, commodity prices, and fare rates They are often found in the
collection of the historical soot:4 .''Gazeteers may also indicate name
changes in certain places. Discovering the reasons for su ,,h changes can
pr ivide numerous examples of local folklore. Particularly in rural set-
tings, man roads were commonly known by names not given officially
on maps In such instances, students might make a map to include in the
project.

Pictures and Photographs

A good picture is indeed north a thousand words! If there's one
thing most people enjoy , looking at photographs. The local history
project should include many Beyond thi: fact of enjoy ment, however,
photographs serve as an important historical source of informationthey
are records of the nay people lived. Quite a few of the photographs
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students collect will be ot remains that no longer exist, therefore they
can sometimes help settle location arguments.

Picture collections can tome from a !lumber of sources private
citizens, historical sue lent s. churches, schools, newspapers. Usually, local
institutions art espeeially generous in knding photographs and granting
permission for their use. In addition to such etillettions, students may
take pictures of their own for a speeial section on the contemporary
community This part of the project should gice interested people in the
future a good historical perspective of the present Period.

Pictures can also provide a great source of expressiveness that
may be Licking in a literary sense. Furthermore, by comparing and ton-
trasting photographs, students can gain a sense of humility and appre-
ciationas they slew the community's situation as they know it in the
present against what It was in the past.

Every local history project will benefit from making pictures an
integral part of the search into the past. A final noteremember not
only to taktespeeially good care of pictures on loan, but to obtain the
owner's permission to reproduce those to he used in the project.

. .

Oral History

Most sithply, this source consists of Individuals relating their ex-
periences. descriptions, reminiscences, or aceounts,of general or specific
events of the past. Recorded for future use, the oral interview is a means

vs.
of faellitating the accumulation of historical material. It is not extremely
technical or expensive. In our project, the only expense was for tapes
(which can be financed by fundraising activities such as school bake
sales).

The historian's role has many facets, involving research, expla-
nation, and int:A-pre-canon of sources. To accomplish these tasks, the I
historian utilizes the tools available written texts, primary and second!
ary sources, records, and many other matvrials such as those described
in the preceding sections. Those who do a local history, of course, use
many of the same sources. But the most important tool 'In the local
project may be oral history. Historians are constantly seeking the role
of motivation in their study of the past: Given a set of facts, they tend
to speculate on the n terms of modern scholarship or what they
believe the mood of the period to have been. This is a neeessity. because
in most casts they were not there on the seem:. Oral history can lend
great insight into the why of many past oe,urrenets, because the people
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who are interviewe ' have often lived theevents that are to he interpreted.
Thus they can clarify the facts that are. known and add color and detail
to them.

For most purposes, recorded interviews with citizens of the local
area arc indispensable These tapes hate many logical advantages and
applications First, the recorded information supplies a vast wealth of
data not obtainable elsewhere. The mtcrtiewee helps one collect knowl- ;
edge of the past..

Second, the people interviewed may add much detail to those
events about which something is already known. For example, from
public records my :tudents'knew that the first high school was built in
1925 in the central part of the township. They could have accepted that
fact andet it stand alone. When interviewing a citizen, however, they
found out not only who donated the land, who the teachers were, and
what subjects were taught, but also that later another building was rented
behind the school and a telephone line planted between the two buildings
for communication Oral history provides many similar examples of a
simple fact being built upon and becoming a story itself.

Third. education needs the support of the public. Students and
teachers going out into the community to collect information can bring
the school and the public togetWer. People are glad to help, especially
many tithe senior citizens Although not necessarily an aim of the project
and/or' the interview. a successful public relations program may be an
unexpected result.

Finally, and most important !rom personal observation, is the
effect of these activities on students. History suddenly becomes inter-
esting The grandfather of one of my students was the leading scorer on
the township's firs( basketball team. The great-great-grandfather of an-
other won a medal a; Shiloh, and, suenly, that student wanted to know
more about the Civil War Local history was a microcosm of our country's
history But now, students felt a part of that history because their ances-
tors were participants. They began to realize that history is not just
famous places, names, and dates to be memorized, but the study of
everyo'ne's past And they began to realize that everyo'ne's forebears
played a part in our heritage Indeed, they experienced an emergence
of pride in their past Perhaps one student said it best in an evaluation
of Our piroject when she wrote, ".. I Even though a certain area is very
small, it can still become a very important part of someone's life." An-
other wrote. "A place full of good peopk?, with kind hearts. A place
where people can he proud of who and where they are."



Methodology of Oral lititory

Perhaps most important, at least for future classes, was the meth-
odology I arrived at in doing oral history. In fact, much of it was trial
and error Most historians who conduct oral histories tend t, use one
of two approaches autobiographical or topical. The final solution may
be a mixture of both. In the autobiographical method, the interviewer
encourages the interviewee to speak freely of his/her experiences. The
advantage-is that the person may disclose information the interviewer
may not Kaye thought to ask. It also takes pressure 'ill the interviewee
to give the "right" answer From its very structure, however, this method
can lead to "rambling on Another disadvantage is that many people
'serer to be asked questions, to knoi, what is expected of them.

The second major method for conducting oral history is the top-
ical approach. Here, the interviewee is limited to certain topics, which
helps avoid rambling on and irrelevancies." However, this approach re-
quires more homework on the part of the questioner who must know
what to ask. But it can be extremely useful An interviewing people for
specific detail; For example, in researching the origin and organization
of a township's volunteer fire department, armed with a previously com-
piled list of questions, an interviewer of a charter member can do well.

This leads to a third approach, orre designed after conducting
interviews according to the two preceding methods. Because the auto-
biographical method may work well with one person and the topical
method with another, it may be difficult to determine the appropriate
method until the interview is over. To help eliminate this problem, it is
necessary to know 'what information is desired From any individual. This,
of course, requires some knowledge about the individual before the
interview. Obviously, a retired teacher in the township might provide
great insight into early education in the township, but probably little
concerning the organization of the Grange unless the teacher were a
member. What is needed, then, is some sort of interview instrument, or
a written outline to be used during an interview. The instrument should
be designed flexibly enough to encompass the advantages of the auto-
biographical approach yet rigidly enough to keep to the desired topics,
thus avoiding irrelevances. Before designing such an instrument it is

necessary to decide the areas of the community to be explored Through
discussion my class arrived .0 the following categories.

Early tritstory andSettlement
Etimmitin
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4
Government'
Religion
Geography

Economic Development
Organizations

Contemporary Community
Miscellaneous
Folklore
Unusual Circumstances

Once we completed these topics, our purpose was to investigate,
research, and explore them to their fullest and then write about them.
How easy is all seemecl! By brainstorming the various categories, we
designed an interview sheet (see Appendix B). Students received copies
of the sheet, together with an explanation for its use. With such an
instrument as a guideline the interviewee was able to describe in auto-
biographical fashion the specific topics of interest to the researcher. From
my personal observation, the instrument worked beautifu. lly. Some or-
ganization and order are necessary to do the tapes. The chief value'of
any instrument is that it allows the persons recorded to expound on those
subjects with which they are most familiar and to simply pass over those
with which they are least familiar. The interview sheelgives the direction
needed to conduct the interviews. Further, the use of this method makes
subsequent transcription of the tapes much easier and more intelligible.

Certainly before any interview, the interviewer will have a good
idea of the interviewee's area(s) of expertise, but this instrument can
catch many errors or omissions. For example, one would not expect a
retired teacher to be extremely knowledgeable about farming. A purely
topical approach concentrating on the known area of expertise would
probably omit questions on any other areas, such as farming, with which
the teacher might also be familiar. It is in such a light that anyone in-
terested in conducting an oral history must proceed. A good cult". of
thumb: Decide what you want to know.

The Interview

Historian William Tyrrell writes: "The first confrontation be-
tween quoioner and informant represents a duel. The former thrusts
to find out how 'Mich knowledge the latter has, while the latter parries
to determine how much he can trust his interrogator." Although this
statement seems more appropriate for a spy novel, it does bring out an



important point for oral history. There must bra rapport between the
interviewer and the person questioned.

Obviously, certain requirements must be met before any mean-
ingful interview can take place. The first important decision to`make is
who should be interviewed. The most obvious response is older people
because of their, many experiences. Certainly older "residents should be
interviewed, but oral history should not be limited only to their remi-
niscences. Current leaders can be very helpful in explaining recent events
in which they may have played an important role. Some of these events
or policies may greatly affect the future of a community. For example,
in researching a new volunteer fire department, interview the younger

I people' who organizetl and established it. .

The choice of'people to interview depends on the knowledge or
information desired. (In our project, the class knew that the township
was once the site of a great oil boom and wanted more information on
this topic. Several people, hearing of this interest, told students to see
a local resident who had once ha4 several very productive wells.) A group
of people may also be interviewed, such as the trustees and clerk about
the functioning of the local government. .

After u!lecnng the individual and obtaining his/her permission,
it is the n necessary to arrange a suitable time and setting for the interview.
Generally, the situation should be one where the intetviewee is in familiar
surroundingsto make the person feel more comfortable. When asking
permission for the interview, give reasons for the request. In addition,
give a general description of the kind of information desired. This allows
the person time to recollect facts and to assemble any available records.
Also, ask permission for students to go along on an interview. Generally,
it is a good idea for the teacher to take ,along two students who are
familiar with the person. This tends to relax the interviewee as well as
the studepts. Before going; on the interview, discuss with the students
exactly what they are to do. Students Who go on an interview should be
well prepared. All their homework should be done, including practicing
the use of interview instruments through role plays.

Certain general guidelines may be helpful when conducting the
interviews. Be a good listCner and focus attention upon the person. It
is important to beeympathetic but noncommittal at the same time. Do
not agree or disagree with the facts, simply gather them. At all times try

4
to be congenial yet frank. Make the interviewee feel at ease. Perhaps
before beginning, at may be advisable to break the ice by talking about
a relevant matter In addition to these suggestions, use a tape recorder
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w with a Wilt-in microphone. Cape players can inhibit people but this type
allows for the greatest disguise.

Finally, considering the age and health of the person interviewed,
usually two hours are adequate for discussion. After a certain point,
everyone simply becomes tired. As mentioned earlier, the people inter-
viewed will in most cases be extremely cboperatiye, depending, to a great
extent, on how they are approached. The best way is a friendly, honest
approach. When I look back upon our eighteen tapes, I am amazed at
how very different the people recorded weresome reluctant to discuss
certain things, others delighted' to tell stories of events or people. .

Several more specific points should also be noted during the
interview. 1(a statement is not understood, ask a question again. In doing
so, however, don't badger the person or sound like a prosecutor cross-
examining a witness. Rephrase. the question and use a different manner.
Eliminate unclear comments by restating what the pergon is un'lerstood
to have said and ask if such a statement is correct. In addition, be time-
conscious, To establish a basic chronology, try to get the date of an event.
If the' person doesn't know, ask if it were before, after, or about the
same time as an event he/she knows about. To bring out cause and effect
relationships of certain events. ask followup questions like "What was
the effect of ...?" Also, don't be afraid to ask about te_hnical terms.
Finally, use simple followup questions such as "How .. .?" and "Why
...?" These last few points are extremely important. Listening to the
first tapes can be useless unless one understands what the person meant.
And remember, always, to check the recorder after the first few sentences
to be sure it is in fact recording the information.

Another useful suggestion comes from Willa U. Baum:

Interviewing is one time when a negative approach is more
effective than a positive one. 'Ask about the negative aspects of a situ-
ation For example. in asking about a person, do not begin with a glowing
description'of him. "I know the mayor was a very generous and wise
person Did you find him so Few narrators will quarrel with a statement
like that even though they may have found the mayor a disagreeable
person You will ge a more lively answer if you start out in the negative.
"Despite the mayor's reputation for good works. 1 ,hear he was a very
difficult man,for his immediate employees to get along with." If your
narrator admired the mayor greatly, he will spring to his defense with
apt illuStration of why your statement is wrong. If he did find him hard
to'get along with, your remark has given him a chance to illustrate some
of the mayor's more unpleasant characteristics."'
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This is not a recommendation to challenge a particular account, but rather
to point out that there may be a different version and to give the person
a chance to refute it. It is also important not to interrupt a good story
with questnins that suddenly come to mind. Remember not to be a
compulsive talker who allows him:herself to be interviewed. A final word
of caution. Do not use the interview to show cif personal )knowledge,
vocabulary, charm." ,

Upon completion of the interview, be sure to obtaia a signed
statement granting permission to use the information gained in the in-
terview. (My students had these slips signed after the interviewees had
an opportunity to look at the writtcn transcriptions of their tapes.)

Organization after the interview

After the interview is complete, there aze two choices, depending

upon the purpcise. ( I ) keep the tape as krecord of the interview (but in

writing,a local histIry this choice serves no purpose), or (.2)' transfer the

information from the tapes to writing. The latter is an awesome task.
With good organization, however, transcription can go very smoothly as
a student` project. Assign two or three students to du each tape based4
upon their interest or participation in the interview to be transcribed.
Their job is to write down word-for-word everything recorded on the
tape. While this could be a very boring task, students usually enjoy doing
It. Gave each student group a tape player, the original tape, a colder v, ith
the name of the person or gro p interviewed, and a key sheet (see
Appendix C).

The key sheet is bered list of categories based on the
interview shget. As they transcribe the tapes, students add the infor-
mation to a pagenumbered for the appropriate category. For example,
if the interviewee talked about the building of a certain church, the
information would be written on page #", headed "Religion." Infor-

. mation on education would be written on page #3, on organizations on
p'age #5, and so on. Thus, when it comes time to compile the information
on religion, all that is necessary is to take every pige labeled e/"Re-
ligion," from the various folders. When in doubt about a tlassification
such as whether the story of a blacksmith shop should go .under "Early.
History and Settlement" or "EcoiQmq Development"students should
check with the teacher. Most student questions will be of this ty pc. If
the entire class makes the arbitrary classifications to begin with, develops
the instrument around them, conducts the interviews using them, and

-
then logically transcribes the tapes using them, the students generally

i4
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will know what information belongs in each category.
After a group of students finishes transcribing a tape, have an-

other group transcribe it as a double check. To finish transcribing all the
tapes, students can work on them au:ing class time or study hall, at
home, after school, and even on Saturdays.

This stage is an essential part of the research. It should be the
most exciting learning experience of all because it is the epitome of
student involvement and interest. As one of my students wrote in the
final evaluation: "... student participation 1, half the fun of working."
The youngster did an excellent job. .

EquIpnient

The equipment my class used consisted of cassette players and
tapes Although lacking the fidelity or-durability of reel-to-reel recorders,
they proved adequate. They are light and compact. Tapes can be put in

ms. Be cautious of the lessor taken Out easily without threading problems.
expensive tapesthe-y often break after extended use.

Summary

My class's success in doing local history can be attributed to the
procedures detailed in the foregoing pages. Similar results are possible
for other 'classes Teachers have only to see the great enthusiasm gen-
erated by undertaking such a projectby its very nature, it is exciting.
Students move from the stage of listening to doing, becoming involved
in the process of history itself. As th-: teacher guides them through
outlined steps, their enthusiasm and involvement multiply. As the class
goes outside the school and involves the community, many other facets
enlarge the project, including old photographs, diaries, letters, news-
papers, records that the class can get "into." In addition, local projects
can have.a s rt of snowball effect. The more sources the class visits for
informatit 1, the more the community will talk about the project, and
the mere contributions the community will make.

Finally, there is the payoff. The class can see its work transfo.rned
into something of lasting value. I will never forget my students' faces
when I showed them the first printed copy of The It" chlerne.o That Became
Lawrence.
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CHAPTER-4 .
ORGANIZING AND EVALUATING THE

RESEARCH
,-,

At some ,point in the project the teacher must decide when the
research is complete Determining when the class ha, enough information
to begin organizing and writing is not an easy task. Basically, the stopping
point will be when the teacher feels the group has exhausted the various
sources of information for the topic(s) selected at the beginning of the
project. Time may very well be an important factor to consider, various
deadlines may have to be met. These facsors, along with the scope of
the project, will help the teacher decide when to stop researching.

Research Guidelines

At this time the class is ready to take all the information collec red
and organize it in logical fashion. What may appear an undigested group
of facts and materials must be arranged into what will eventually be the
finished history. To make this task as easy as pr;ssible, students should
follow certain guidelines from the very beginning. Most important is

v,
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proper note-taking from sources Before either teacher or students take
one page of notes, they should be in agreement concerning suc'ff details
as using fhe same size paper and copying the facts of refeience carefully
from each source This will involve several.English lessons in the. use of
footnotes and bibliographies, style, and similar.cnatters. Such tristruction
should be a prerequisite to the actual research. Then, when it corn k
time to prepare footnotes and a bibliography, the necessary facts will" be.
readily available, rather than left to memory.

One way to noie information from 'sources is in small groups.
For example, the teacher and small group of younger students might
research various records of proceedings, going ihrough the information
wefully, noting those items considered important by the grdup. students
can record the data in accordance with agreed-upon instructions con-.
cerning the use of quotation marks, capitalization, and so forth. Each
session of this kind may be very time-consuming and much like a mm-
iclass However, it will usually end with a great deal of discussion.and
brainstorming. In my own case, it was necessary to note details in this
way with eighth grittlers who, for the most part, do not have the expe-t
rience and knowledge to proceed by themselves. With older' students,
depending upon their ability and experience, a great deal of,time may
he saved by le!tting them do the research and note-taking.

The sharing of information can beta very important part of the
project because it keeps everyone up-to-date. Students who find certain
smaller items (e g , pages from diaries, descriptions from old books, army
discharges) should make copies to share with the rest of the class. When
groups complete an article of other activity, they should share it, also.
Becatise different groups will be working stith different sources, it is
import/int to assign students to groups researching matters of interest to
them This helps maintain enthusiasm. For example, students who attend

"t- a particular church may wish to be assigned to the group that examines
the records of the church.

Organizing the Material

At the completion of research and note-taking from any one
source, the note sheets should go into the appropriate topical folder
"Government," "Religion," "Economic Development." When all thevapes
of the oral history are' transcribed, place each sheet containing infor-
mation on particular topics given by each person in the appropriate
folder (Oral history should probably be done last becaue by this time
students are more knowledgeable about the local area and the interviews
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tend to be better.) Then, at the end of the research process, each folder
will contain all the informatiOn oil the topic. This system of organization
waits. Whether all teachers use this yirticular method is not nearly
important as that they use some logical'orgoization.

Interpreting and Evaluating tbe Material

Once the informaon is organized and arranged, it needs to be 'S

interpreted and evaluated. the. objective is to try to reconstruct the past
from the many records anti accounts that students have collected. The
role of the historian is to make judgments about the past from the
information acquired. Unlike science or math, however, more often than
not there is no one right answer. Therefore, the historian must make
the most logical interpretation from the facts available. Different his-
torians may, of course, interpret information differently. Felt considers
three important qutItions of interest to anyone studying local history
which a?e crucial Riche final writing.' The first. "How does one choose
between conflicting statements in different sources?" This problem can
be especially apparent with oral history when 'one person gives one
account and another person gives a varying account of the sarntkincident.
Felt's second questioh. "How does one really prove that something hap-
pened the way the best evidence indicates it happened?" And his third
question. "How does one deal with the problem of what motivates people
to act as they db, and more generally, what causes jhe even* we describe
to occur?" These are tough, good questions which should be resolved
before writing the history. In the final analysis, they will be answered
by the individual's best information, observations, and conclusions.

In evaluating information there are three criteria to consider:
doienos, tompetena, and rmpirrualio. Any information that satisfies these
criteria should receive preference. Clostiness refers to "the closest Source
to the event in time anu space, if not an actual observer or participant.'
For example, there may be two different accounts of the structure and
location of the community's first high school, which is no longer standing.
One Account may come from a Irian who helped build the school, the
other from a person who attended the school ar a later date. In terms
of closeness, the former account wbuld seem more accurate. If there are
conflicting accounts of an event, try to Ond more information which
would verify one version, whenever possible. The rrcond criterion in
evaluating information, competence, refers to "the source most cApable
of understanding and describing a situation."' It is based on some sort
of expertise in the area of investigation. For example, a teacher in a



particu schoiA would be more likely to accurately .describe the cur-
, riculum the school than a parent whose child attended it. The third

criterion, partiality, is "the source with the least to gain from a dis-
tortion of the record "' Felt offers some important advice when consid-
ering records and impartiality look for information in a particular doc-
ument that it was not intended to give.

The use of these criteria can help immensely in resolving conflicts
and supplying the most probable interpretations. In my own class, we
went through this information evaluation process as we prepared outlines
for the writing of each topic.

When, through this cooperative venture, the class has organized
and evaluated the evidence, and made the necessary interpretations and
Judgments, it is time to start the final stage of the projectwriting the
history.
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CHAPTER 5

WRITI,NG AND PUBLISHING LOCAL
HISTORY

After completing the organization of research material, the clag
is ready for the writing stage. Student notes will serve as the basis for
this No doubt the story will not be as complete as students and teacher

t wish, but this is only natural when doing a local history. Everything
cannot be included, not only b' ause of evaluatidn criteria, but also
because of space and time limitations. Since all the notes are arranged
in topical fashion, go to the folders. The first step is to outline each
section, an exercise which is an excellent teaching device as well as an
e,sential re9uirement for writing a history. Meticulously filter the notes
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and prepare topical outlines or each section from which to write the
text. Writing the text is the most difficult part of the project, particularly
for younger Children who may not have the expertise or experience to
write very well. (This should not be the case for older students.) Even
though some of their work may need rewriting by the teacher, students
should write the sectionsthey should not entirely by pass this step! All
students need not write, however, only those with the post writing
ability. The rest of the class can work on.picture selection and captions,
illustrations, and the like.

Since this publication is intended as a guide for doing local history
projects, I will not devote a great deAl of time to writing style. A good
style manual such as Turabian's Manual for Writers' should be used to
give the work the necessary consistency. Certainly, the composition should
include smooth transitions, clarity, and conciseness of expression. As
Felt notes, it is perfectly acceptable to use a similar type work as a model,
noting the qualities that appear to make it excellent.=

A final word of caution in writing the manuscript. Be willing to
rewrite, reorganize, and accept changes suggested by resource people
who help edit the final project. Don't be upset the first time a casual
observer reads the rough draft of 'a section and makes several criticisms.
Knowing all the months of work that went into the section, one may
become defensive. Learn to replace such a reaction with a willingness to
listen and change what may need changing. In the end, resource people
will help make the final writing a much better product.

Components of the Book

The following sections describe the major parts of the book, in
addition to the text.

Title Page

This page gives notice of the tale of the work. It can be artistically
arranged, yet very simply done. It should not be overcrowded, but should
impart to the reader what is in store

Copyright Notice

This notice serves to protect the work, it appears on the reverse
of the title page It includes the word Copyright andlor the letter C within
a circle I"), the year of publication, and the name of the person(s) or
company claiming the copyright. In our case, the copyright claimant was
the entire class.
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According to the new copyright law effective January I, 19'8,
copyright is secured automatically when the nork is created. The old
law required either publication with the copyright nonce or registration
in the Copyright Office to secure the copyright.) A nonce of copyright
should still appear in all publicly distributed copies of the work. Reg-
istration with the Copyright Office, although not required, also has cer-
tam advantages For more complete information, contact the Copyright
Office (Library of Congress. Washington. D.0 20559)

Prela. te

This'part of the book appears at the beginning, after the title
page and copyright nonce It may appear before or after the table of
contents It explains the nature of the work and acknowledges the people
who have contributed to it. If it is written by someone other than the
author, it is called a forenord

Table of Content,

The guide to what is included in the book and where it may be
found, the table of contents lists the title and beginning page number of
each maim- part of the book ii e . preface. chapters. references)

Footnotes and 131bIlograph)

The purpose of footnotes is to acknowledge the use of material
that is not original W.bile there are various styles of footnotes, the
important thing is to he consistent in w hates er sty le is used. Each footnote
should be numbered in the text with the sources) for each one listed at
the foot of the page or the end of the chapter (or hook) A style manual
can provide details concerning the information required For the local
history. I recommend listing footnotes at the end of each chapter

The bibliography lists the sources used in writing the hook not
necessarily ever) work examined. but those sources found to be most
helpful It is placed at the end of the publication Here. again, the style
manual can provide details concerning the information necessary for each
bibliographical entry

Pnturo and Illuitratton

The addition of photographs to each chapter can enhance the
interest and qualits of the local history Such material should be selected
it «it-ding to quality and appropriateness. flout ye r. it should not he added

it A r)
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lust for the sake of having pictures. Go through a very strenuous selection
process to determine which ones to use. Include student illustrations
also, with the classselecting the best student works. Student-written
captions to accompany both pictures and illustrations can be another
class project. Be sure to credit all such materials and to secure written
permission for use when necessary.

Preparing the Dummy

Together with the text, the foregoingtcomponents are the basic
elements of the book. Other parts may be added such as an index at the
end or a frontispiece facing the title page. The latter usually consists of
a picture or an illustration.

. Once the rough draft is complete, the services of several resource
people will be helpfuldepending on specific needsto edit the work,
to offer technical advice, and to give suggestions for improvement. For
example, an English teac herr a writer might Olt the rough draft, making
grammatical corrections, changing placement of different parts, checking
for consistency. Such work is essential and till add greatly to the read-
ability of the final product.

Then it is time to tie everything togetherfor typists to prepare
the final manuscript, for pictures to be cropped and captions typed. After
the manuscript has been proofread and all errors found and corrected,
It is time to go to the printer.

Selecting a Printer

Since the work is primarily of local interest, there is little chance
of finding.a professional publisher. This is to be expected. Aside from
the question of finances, it is very helpful io know what services a com-
petent printer can provide. Prior to completion of the manuscript, it is
a good idea to talk to several local printers about publication before
choosing one because this decision is a very important one. Factors to
consider might include the company's experience: in printing local works,
enthusiasm or interest in the local history, and, of course, price.

In discussions with one or more printers, one can learn about
options for composition, paper, ,irds binding It would be advisable to
get prices for cad; option. For example, a book set in type can add
several hundred dollars to the Lost An alternative would be to provide

pewritten copy ready for photographing. Similarly, various papers can
also affect the price. Thus. budgeiary restrictions may determine the
selection The binding price can also be a large variable: in Lost A book
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of 96 pages-cos uI4 'be saddle stitched, perfect bound with paper covers,
or case bound with stiff cloth covers.

The printer can provide more complete derails and alternatives
concerning these and other decisions to be made. It is evident, then,
that the printcr -plays an extremely valuable role in the appearance of
the final prodCfa.

Financing the Project

Several sources may be approached for the financing of the pro-
ject First of all, there are the local civic groups such as the Lions Club
or the Kiwanis Club. Other groups that might help defray expensei are
historidI societies, churches, and fraternal orders. Probably the most
appropriate grouct to approach would be the local parent-teacher orga-
nization The amount of money required for such a project will depen q
upon the printing decisions, the people employed to help, the fees charge
by organizations, and similar expenses. In the end, however, the project
should pay for itself in sales. In fact, a profit should be realized.

Up to publication expenses should consist of buying cassette
rapes, paying the typists, and a considerable amouni of local travel. While
not an overwhelming burden to bear, these costs Ca'ft be financed by
various class moneymaking projects. The real expense comes with actual
publication of the book. Possibly, the local printers may agree to let the
payment ride until sales are made. However, financial profit should not
be a major consideration in Undertaking this project. Indeed, such a
reward would be small when compared to the many learning situations
encountered.

Once the book goes to the printer, these are several basic eco-
nomic decisions to make. (1) How many copies should be published?
(2) How should the book be advertised and marketed? (3) What price
should be charged for the book? The answers to these questions can
come through class discussions. As for the number ofcopies for the
initial publication, this figure will be based upon the estimated number
of readers to be reached. The size of the local population will be the
biggest determinant in arriving at this decision. The greatest advertising
will probably be through word of mouth. The local newspaper may,
however, do a special article about the project, reaching almost everyone
in the area As for marketing, the book may be sold at school and at
local stores within the community. With respect to price, the printer can
*wide different cost breakdowns depending upon the number of copies
to be published Discuss with the class the various expenses ,and "break-

4i
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even point." Obviously, some sort of profit will he possible. After con-
sidering such factors, teacher and students can arrive at a price for the
book There are no hard rules for determining answe rs to these questions,
the answers depend upon an evaluation of the local circumstances.

Finally, the big day comes when the books are delivered to the
school In my own case, I was hard pressed to find words to aptly descritie
my personal feelings and those of my students. The most gratify mgpart
probably came later on hearing suZh comments from the community as

"I didn't know that happened here," or "That sure was tnteresung about
." Indeed, the satisfaction experienced by both teacher and students

is well earned and deserved.
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CHAPTER 6
STUDENT PARTICIPATION

F fe should he concerned with the instructional efficiency of a
given history as much as we are cqmerned with overall significance of
any given history History teachers must give attention to this issue or
watch the further demise of history in schools'

The purpose in carrying out the local prNect is to "do history."
As evidenced in many clessrooms across the nation, the study of history
tends not to be Olt: most popular subject. Instead, more often than not,
it is the seeming -endless digestion and regurgitation of facts with no
apparent justification By "doing history," however, participation and
self-discovery bring home to students the value of the subject. In fact,
the project puts life into history

Most teachers today would agree that one of their most difficult
problems is motivating, students But when students are properly mon-
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vated, the most exciting kind of learning results. Local history projects
can provide such motivation, because students can readily identify with
the local community My own goal as a teacher has always been to provide
instructional material in such a manner that students learn from it. For
me., this means presenting the material in the most enjoyable fashion
possible Simultaneous learning and enjoyment need not be mutually
exclusive. A local history protect can provide both.

Once student interest and motivation are gained by beginning
the project, they must be maintained. )Teachers can accomplish this by
constantly encouraging classparticipation in the entire process. It is the
students' project, and they must be allowed to make decisions about
every aspect ,of it. Given this responsibility: students will fulfill the nec-
essary expectations. The teacher's role is that of guide, research helper,
and maintainer of interest. The degree of teacher activity depends partly
upon the age level and ability of the class. The wide variety of topics to
be covered encompass every subject area of the cilfriculum, and the only
limitations are imagination and creativity.

As noted at the outset of this guide, the initial task.is to select a
topic--Lthe first decision the class will have to make. Because classroom
discussions are an indispensable part of the whole process, brainstorming
is an often-used technique. After deciding upon the area of inquiry, the
class is ready to do the research.

Research investigation should involve everyone. Related activi-
ties include reading, note-taking, interpretirig materials, finding infor-
mation, making field trips, using the library, taking and collecting pho-
tographs, interviewing people, and decisionmaking. The class learns the
methodology of history by doing it. Teacher and student should decide
the role of each participant, trying, as much as possible, to link individual
interests with talents For example, an excellent reader who is extremely
interested in a particular historical event may readily agree to read and
note written materials about the event. Anoth'er student who loves pho-
tography might become a 'photograph .r. A third student who has good
listening skills can be invaluable in helping groups transcribe tapes.

Upon completion of class research, it is time to begin organizing
the material for wria. This is a time for exciting discussions to deter-
mine thEiyalidity Mroiten- conflicting accounts of events. Related skills
'needed ti this process include outlining, writing, footioting, art work,
layouts, design, preparing a bibliography, and, again,'decisionmaking
all of which are part of the curriculum. The difference between carrying
out these activities and just doing similar exercises is that the activities
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are leading toward a goalthey have a purpose that students can see and
will work to attain.

Then, when the manuscript nears publication, it ik time to make
business decisions and to be sure that certain technicalities and legalities
such as permissions have been obtained. Related activities include typing,
final layout, financing, pricing, marketing, and distribution. Enthusiasm
will be at a peak as students are about to see the results of their efforts.
Very likely it may be possible to see that the project has had quite a
maturing effect upon the learners. Indeed, they ,have 'done history."

With publication, the local history project is by no means com-
plete. lnnumerabie, but meaningful, followup activities based upon the
work may be carried out. For example, my class wrote a three-act play
about a dramatic episode in our history and presented it to the com-
munity. The next year, another class used the local history to make many
outstanding slide-tape presentations of the past. Thus, what may seem
an end can be only a beginning for additional interesting history6activities.
Perhaps some comments frqm the class that wrote our book can best
exemplify these effects. A few days before final publication of the book,
students wrote an essay about the entire project, including what they
liked, disliked, felt they had leaned from the project. Among the typical
comments were the following:

"The interviews were always interesting and fun. We learned
something new each time."

"Even though a certain area is very small it still can become
a very important part of someone's life."

"To me this is the greatest experience I have ever had."

"In writing this book all the kids in our class.particrpated.
One of the Things I liked best is I know more now .about
Lawrence Township than before."

Student-teachers constantly ask supervising teachers and others,
"What can I do with the class?" Classroom teacher still seek new answers
to this question. It is hoped that this guide ans ers it in a way that will
bring to other classes the same exciting rewar it has brought to my
students, namely, enthusiasm, motivation, excitement, and most impor-
tantlylearning.
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CHAPTER 7
LOCAL HISTORY ACTIVITIES

In addition to the many opportunities for study inyohtement
during the course of the local history project, numerous followup activ-
ities can be beneficial learning experiences-1,ome during-the course of
the project, others upon its completion.

Slide-Tape Presentations

An increasingly popular form of communication and orientation,
this technique challenges' student imagination and creativity. Students
may prepare slide-tape presentations from information gained in the local
history, choosing from a wide range of subjects. Basically, the technique
requires slidestaken with cameras or made from existing pictures
and an audio presentation. Since making slides from previously taken
pictures can be expensive, it is a good idea to go to a media center which
has an ektagraphic visualmaker that makes slides from original pictures.
Once the slides are available, it is time to write the script. Often music
may accompany the taped narration, but the combination of these in-
gredients is the decision of the students.

When they have completed the slide-tape, students may present)
it -to civic groups (as several of my students did with amazing success)
or enter it as a project in local and regional history fairs. In any event,
the final product may be a means.of sharing the local historical experience
with others. A Portland, Oregon, teacher and a group of eighth graders
shared their slide-tape show of historical landmarks with third graders,
followed by a field trip in which the third graders, a4ompanied by the
vjoghth graders, visit, ,d the historical landmarks.' These are just a few of
the many uses and variations of the local slide-tape presentation.

Archaeological Digs

This activity might well be part of the research process. artifacts
found during the course of the research can often be of historical sig-
nificance because they can help explain community life at a given time
period. An excellent method of teaching the role of archaeology in his-
tory is to participate in it in some fashion. Student participation in such
activities should of course be preceded by a careful briefing on the
historic value and irreplaceable nature of these materials. It may be
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possible to arrange for an archaeolw.,.st from a local college or university
to give a lecture on the topic and also accompany the class to a site.
Excited students have visited local sites to look for artifacts and make
deductions from them A Hamilton, Massachusetts, teacher, for instance,
had his sixth graders dig in cellars built before the Revolutionary War.
(Early maps they had discovered guided them to the cellars.) Equipped
with the necessary gear, they uncovered more than fifty bits of artifacts
including pottery, china, animal bones, and teeth. As one student de-
scribed the experience, "It was thrilling to handle pieces of dishes and
bottles used by people who had lived during the French and Indian War,
the Constitutional Con .ention, Tl ma; Jefferson's purchase of Louisi-
ana, and John Marshall's historic Supreme Court sessions."'

Dramatics

Dramatics can include writing and presenting a local history play,
preparing a historical pageant, or devising a program for radio. The class
may choose a particularly dramatic episode from the local !history and
spend several weeks writing the script, reconstructing the event in the
best manner possible from the available evidence. Because of the local-
ized nature of the work, the community will enjcy sharing with students
a part of the community's past. Students may also produce other well-
organized activities along these lines.

Genealogy

The great popularity of the television program and book, Roots,
has directed many people to the study of their ancestryan activity
students arid parents can share. Nothing seems to excite people more
about history than searching for their own roots. At the beginning of
the project, students may begin tracing their family trees. In doing so,
they will not only learn a great deal about who they are, but they will
come across many papers and records that will add io the entire local
history When studying United States history, my students found it in-
teresting to discover which of their forebears lived during that time
period. One student won first place in a state regional history fair with
her genealogical event.

Visiting Cemeteries

Local cemeteries can be an excellent source for uncovering his-
tory While they may not appear initially desirable as a field trip site,
they can be very revealing and worthwhile. War markers are a source of
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both information and discussion about various wars. Epitaphs can be
especially revealing to students, so that their visits can aid them in tracing
family trees. History can indeed be read from tombstones.

Communicative Education

While this term has various definitions and connotations, it gen-
erally refers to oral activities in whicilyne obtains information about a
community from its citizenry. Certainly the oral history fits this descrip-
tion, The Foxfire books arc another excellent example of what can be
done from such activities. The journalism class that prepared these books
found information on a number of :opics, ranging from making banjos
to building log cabins to telling ghost stories. In carrying out such tasks,
students learn to communicate effectively with people usually not in
theii age group. From talking to people with dissimilar attitudes and
positions, they begin to understand how communicative barriers may
develop. After our oral history was complete, students looked at elderly
people in a much different light.

Communication activities employ more instructional strategies
than any single subject area of the curriculum. The class of a junior
college teacher in Oklahoma investigating local history, for example,
found ,stories of huge oil booms and tales of outlaws. After interviewing
older citizens about their knowledge of these events, students gave oral
reports in class.' To carry out the assignment, students had to do research,
use proper interview techniques, communi :ate effectively, transcribe
information, and give a good oral fresentation of !1-,eir work. Activities
of this nature are especially motivational and interesting to learners.

History Fairs

Only in recent years have history fairs been recognized and con-
ducted. They are an excellent way to share with the community student
work in history. A fair may be limited to projects of local nature or
broadened to incluilc all United States history. Whatever the emphasis,
students can prepare appropriate skits, dioramas, or models, or dem-
onstrate folk dancing of the peritd. Other activities or projects include
slide-tape shows, plays, pageants, songs. A variation is a folk fair.

The purpose of theFolk Fair is to acquaint the people of the
community (and the rest of the stuA.nt body) with the customs, foods,
products, and costumes of various nationality groups whose descendants
are represented in the :ommunitl , and thus to lead to further under-
standing of the community's heritage,'
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Another project along these lines is a "Pioneer Day ," a day when resi-
dents dress as pioneers and conduct classes, demonstratni, to students
such early crafts as churning butter, trapping, shooting muzzleloaders
Any of these activities will enhance community interest, as well as share
knowledge of local Interest. A final idea is an heirloom show in which
parents and students bring in family heirlooms such as letters, tools,
kitchen Implements, uld spectacles anything with a story. Students then
identify the object, describing its use and its rule in the family history.'

Bulletin Boards
I-

Bulletin boards are an excer.z.nt device for sharing interesting
material of a Iota! nature. For example, a class might "construct a bulletin
board displaying five enlarged photographs of old buildings in the com-
munity. Place the date of each building's completion above its picture
Below each have children indicate what events of national importance
took place during that particular period.' Or "personify the county
courthouse or the town's municipal building and nave it explain changes
in the community that have taken place since it was built. Have it include
modes of travel, Industry in the area, increase or decrease of population,
schools, or any aspect of community life familiar to the children."' An
eighth grader who took photographs of every road in her township (about
twenty-five) made an imaginative bulletin board display entitled "All
Roads Lead Home." She included a moving t ssay about the community's
past and the pride she had for her community. Obviously, students can
create an infinite number and variety of displays, all based on the sharing
of local history in some way.

Historica. Geography

Inherent in the study of local history is the significant role ge-
ography played in the community's settlement and development. Have
the class make maps, because students find it fun to make deductions
based upon their interpretation of maps. Thus besides increasing their
map skills, students will be tarrying out an essential part of any local
historian's investigation. Apparent questions they can answer from this
activity include the following:

1. What might be the geographical reason for the community's
settlement at certain sites!

2. Do certain ethnic groups dominate any particular areas)
i. If so, why!
I What were some routes of early immigration and emigration!
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The answers o questions of this type will demonstrate the important
link between tory and geography.

Time Caitsules

Burying time capsules became a very popular Bicentennial event.
However, it need not be an exercise limited to every one or two hundred
years! Whenever it is carried out, this activity can stir up a great deal of
interest as well as provide future generations with an excellent source
of historical data. An industrial supply company may donate a large
fiberglass capsule. Include in the capsule many remnants of the past
collected while doing the local history, as well as certain items of a
contemporary nature An excellent perspective to take in preparing ma-
ter:als is to determine what people of the futiire would want to know
about the people of today This should lead naturally to a real examination
of present -day culture and_the :nclusion of many photographs of the
contemporary community, as well as samples of popular fashions, fads,
songs, sports. Also add to the capsule the original oral cassette tapes,
several of the local history books, and old papers. These are just a few
of the endless varieties of materials to study and prepare to bury.t .

Junior Historical Society

The knowledge gained from some of the previously mentiJned
activities can logically lead to an interest :n or the creation of a junior
historical society. The state or area may well have some such groups. If
so, it may be very worthwhile to look into them. If not, this may be an
excellent opportunity for the teacher to lead and guide student interest
in history. Too often this type of organization is not started because of
a general misconception that teenagers are not interested in history. This
simply is not true. The creation of such a group can prove it. Students
should be involved from the beginning. For example, they should struc-
ture a constitution providing the basic government of the organization
for conducting its activities. Ultimately, the success or failure of the
group, to a large extent, depends upon the sponsoi, whose.role is to
help maintain the enthusiasm of the members.

Some activities of the junior historical society might include an

awards program, a newsletter, projects involving historical field work,
and tours to historical sites.' In addition, any of the actnities described
earlier are appropriate for such a group.
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Field Trips

Often, class-sOnsored field trips overlook rich possil?ilities right
at home To do so is to bypass some very interesting and informative
historical Sites. Often, too, the sites selected for visitation are those
associated with national events. This is not to say that such places are
unimportant, but to point out that local places can be just as interesting,
exciting, and significant For example, in doing our local history, we rook
small-grocip field trips to cemeteries,-caves, old coal mines, even several
area homes. In fact, one woman's home was a minimuseum containing
antiques of a varied nature collected over the years. This local resident
spent many enjoyable afternoons giving the "grand tour',' to students.
Thus student field trips to local historical sites can be excellent learning
experiences.

These are just a few of the many local history activities that are
available for student participation. Their purpose is the same as the actual
writing of the local historyto teach history by doing it By encouraging
student involvement in this manner, the teacher will not only create and
sustain their interest in history, but will provide pupils with some of the
most meaningful educational experiences they have ever had.
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APPENDIX A
OUTLINE FOR RESEARCHING AND

WRITING LOCAL HISTORY*

I. Geography and Topography
A. Physical characteristics of the area
B. Natural resourcesmines, forest, fisheries, etc.
C. Soilits kind and quality
D. Climate

II. Antiquities--Indians .

A. Indian mounds, rock carvings, copper and stone im-
plements

B. Indian life and civilization
C. Indian-white relationships
D. Indian treaties and removal of Indians from the area

III. Pioneer Settlement
A. Conditions which made the area desirable as a home

Indiansabsent or still present when settlement be-
gan .-

Landwoofed or prairie
Transportation:difficult or relatively easy

ti Sources of comeimmediate or to be developed
Marketsnea y or far away

B. Character and composition of the early settlers
Nationality by birth and parentage native American

or immigrants
Home of settlers immediately preceding their coming
Route followed from the old to the new home
Motives which led to their coming
Old-home occupations of settlers compared with the

new-home activities
Special characteristics of the early settlers

From Local flutory !In to Gather It, lrrtt It. and [Wirth It by Donald Dean Parker. Copyright
° 1944 by the Social Science Research Council Reprinted with permission

t.,
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Relations between different racial or national groups; '- -- -.. -'

e.g., whites and Negroes; French, Germans, and
' British, etc.

C. Biographic?' sketches of outstanding pioneers
The "founders"
Their chief supporters and advisors

D. Map of the area shortly after settlement
Explanation of details and matters not readily apparent'

IV. Economic Developments
A. Transportation, trade, atid communications.

General relations to other communities, sections,
countries

General nature of trade, in relation to agriculture,
manufacturing, etc.

Frontier tradefurs, etc.
Roads, rivers, and canals

Maritime trade
Railroads
Telegraph and telephone
The automobile ,..

Air routes
Mail services

B. Agriculture.
General ideals and method's
Subsistence farming
Lumbering and forestry
Money cropstheir relation to trade
Machinery and implements
Rotation and fertilization
Animal husbandry
Capitalowning, mortgages, renting, share-cropping,

etc.

C. Manufacturing:
Early handicrafts 11
Inventions and machinery
The factory system
Private business and corporations
Banking and finance...

Labor and the unions
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Genefal business relations
D. Marittipe activities:

Fisheries
Shipbuilding

E. Extractive industries
Mining, oil, etc. (Lumbering might also he considered

under this heading, if the forests were simply cut
down without any reforesting.)

V. Political Activities
A. Original form of local government
B. Changes in characters, boundaries, status, etc.
C. Prominent officials
D. Rise and progress of political parties, their local pro-

grams, elections, etc.
E Degree of efficiency and honesty in local government,

financial policies, etc.
F. Relation of government to other institutions (churches,

schools), social problems, etc
G. Civic services.

Water
Sewerage

.- Gas and electricity
Fire and police protection
Public recreation facilities
"City planning"

H. Civic reform movements

VI Religious Developments
A. Early religious ljfe
B. Development of the major denominations (doctrines,

government, ritual, morals)
C. Minor groups
D Interdenominational relations
E Moral attitudes in churches, and their relations to so-

cial problems, law and order, civic reform, etc

VII Population Hi.,cory
A. Birth and death rate
B Growth or decline of total population
C Migrations
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immigration:
Statistics
Racial or national groups
Treatment of immigrants
"Americanization"
Influence of immigrants

Emigration: .

Causes and destinations
Selective influences
Results

VIII. The Family ,

A. Courtship, marriage, remarriage, and divorce
B. Moral standards
C. Personal and property rights of husbands, wives, and

children
D. Birch races, and status of children .

E. Special phases of family lifereligious, educational,
recreational, economic, etc.

IX. Education
A. The first schools
B. Church and other private schools
C. Public schools:

Elementary and secondary
Curriculum; and extracurricular 'activities
Teachers and teacher training
Methods of teaching
School financing
School building and facilities'
Special schools

D. Higher education:
Church colleges
City or state universities

E. Adult education
F General influence of schools on the community, and

vice versa

X. Newspapers, Periodicals, and Libraries
A The early newspapers, their origin, growth, and influ-

ence
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Political affiliations and part played &n local politics
B. Discontinued newspapers, origin, and influence

Political affiliations
Reasons for discontinuance, merging, etc.

C. The present newspapers; origin, growth, and influence
Political affiliations
Their policies for the local community

D. Periodicals, magazines, and Journals
Origin, growth, influence

E. Location of the file's of present and defunct publica-
tions

F. Librariesprivate and public

,Xl. Social and Fraternal Organizations
A. Origin and growth of each
B. Purpose and special field of,activity
C. Relatipn to whole community

XII. Other Cultural Activities: The Artcs/
A. Household artscookery, wi es, textiles, etc.

\B. Minor artscostumes, furniture, silver, glass, pottery,
embroidery

C. fine arts:
Musicfolk songs, singing societies, orchestras, etc.
Dancing
Painting and sculpture

Architecture ---old houses, construction, architectural
styles, etc

D. Literature:
Taste in readingrelation to libraries, periodicals, etc.
Literary societies
Original work

E Professional groups and schools (musicians, architects,
etc 1

F. The Stage:
Amateur theatricals
Pageants

Theaters; vaudeville
Minstrel shows
"Movies"
Opera
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XIII. Science and Technology .

A. Local inventors
B. Technological developments in factories, transporta-

tion, agticulture, etc.
C. Original work in "pure science"
D. Scientific institutions and professional groups (engi-

neers, chemists, etc.)

XIV. Law
A. Cvil law

Common lawcivil
Statute law (local, state, and federal)

B. Criminal law
C. Court organization and procedures
a The legal professiontraining, place in community,

in politics

XV. Social Problems and Reform
A. Poverty and poor relief
B. Crime and punishment

Crime conditions, and moral attitudes
Types of punishment

N. Penology and institutions
C. Drunkenness and drug addiction
D. Prostitution
E Slavery (a topic needing detailed treatment in the South)
F. Handicapped classes

Orphans and aged
The insane and feebleminded
The deaf, dumb, blind., and crippled

G. Health and disease
Medicine and doctors .,

Disease conditions
Endemic
Epidemic

Public health control
Folk medicine and practice
Quackery and medical sects
Relations to regular medicine
Public medical services

r;Lit)
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H. Social reform movements
Antislavery, temperance, women's rights, e'tc. (each

of these can he treated in relation to a particular
problem above)'

XVI. Recreation
A. Utilitarian recreation--Corn huskings, house raisings,

spelling bees, etc.
B. Indoor games
C. Outdoor sportsamateur and professional
D. (Sec also literature, libraries, theaters, movies, radio,.

etc.)
E. Vacationspublic "resorts," "amusement parks"
F. Immigrant contributions

X VII., Folklore
A. Superstitions of various sorts
B. Local beliefs about births, deaths, weddings, and fu-

nerals
C. Ghosts, charms, haunted houses, hidden stairways,

secret closets
D. Strange and unaccounted -fr happenings
E. Eccentric characters inventors, cranks, prophets,

gamblers, murderers, spies
F. Spite fences, churches, schools, towns, and railroads
G. Odd decisions made by the flipping of a coin, etc.
H Irreverent, odd, and interesting jingles on tombstones
I. Odd and obsolete punishments, ordinances, etc.
J. Local sayiilgs, maxims, proverbs, and ballads
K. Dialect and words peculiar to the neighborhood
L. Local six, ts, feasts, fairs, etc.
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW SHEET

Name Date

P

I. Family History
A. Parents
B. Earlier Ancestors

II. Preteen and Adolescence
A. Work
B. Recreation

''C. Clothes
D. Transportation 4
E. Money i
F. Hobbies
G. Food
H. Living Conditions (water, sewage, refrigeration, heat,

light, housing)

III. Education
A. Schools
B. Curriculum
C. Teachers
D. Extracurricular Activities
E. Problems
F. Money
G Discipline
H. Difference Today

IV. Religion
A. dhurches
B. Clergy
C. Activities

V Organizations
A. Types
B. Association with (location, purpose)



VI. Occupation
A. Salary
B. Employer, Employees
C. Relative to Lawrence

VII. Civic Involvement.z,
it Types

VIII. Methods of Doing Things (Farming, etc.)

IX. Admired People of Lawrence

X. Folklore ,

A. Stories Passed Down
B. Supeistitions
C. Name Derivations .
D. Ghost Stories

.:3XI. Unusual Circumstances -,1

A. Natural Disasters (floods, fires;tornadoes)
B. Crime/Scandals
C. Tragedies

XII. Customs:(Dating, Celebrations, Bellowing)

XIII.: Photographs, Mat-,rials

XIV. Final Comments

6
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APPENDIX C
KEY SHEET

FOR TRANSCRIBING ORAL TAPES
x

Arrange all the information into one of the following categories

I. Government

2. Contemporary Community

3. Education

4. Early History and Settlement

5. Organizations
.

i

6. Economic Development

7. Religion
A

8. Geography

9. Folklore

10. Personalities ,
II. Miscellaneous

12. Custqms

13. Unusual Circumstances

Be asaicurate a Is )orsible.

When in doubt. ark.
Be neat.
Use quohaton marks when
neiessary.
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